Invitation

COSMIC BLUEPRINT
ARCHETYPES IN CONTEMPORARY ART

Artist reception and Poetry reading
Sunday, March 1, 2020, 2pm to 4:30 pm

Benedictine University,
5700 College Road
Lisle, IL 60532
Kindlon Hall, #515

In response to Professor Jennifer Hereth, developer of the TEENAGE ARCHETYPE CARD DECK "a therapeutic tool to broaden teen language". Fifty-five national and international visual artists join fifty-five poets from The Illinois Poet Society and Poets and Patrons of Chicago in a collaborate by responding to the visual artwork.

CONTACT:
Professor Jennifer Hereth, jennyhereth@gmail.com 312-671-1656
Teresa Parker, Curator, Fr. Michael E. Komechak O.S.B. Art Gallery and University Art Collections 630-829-1873

COVER/QUILT: Professor Petra Soesmann, Cleveland Art Institute
"If this struggle that has informed my conviction that the figure of the refugee is the archetype of the twenty-first century-if not humanity itself"